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ABSTRACT 0F THE DISCLOSURE 

A fluid pressure actuated operator tool for use in 
wells for running, setting and pulling well tools in a well, 
and for actuating tools therein in response to fluid pres 
sure pulses generated across the tool. 

This invention relates to well tools and more particular 
ly relates to an operator tool for installing and removing 
various well devices. 

It is a principal object of this invention to provide a 
new and novel operator tool for installing well devices in 
and removing well devices from a landing nipple con 
nected in a tubing string of a well. 

It is another object of the invention to provide a run 
ning and pulling tool which is connected in a train of 
tools pumped by liuid pressure between a wellhead and 
a desired location within a well bore at which well de 
vices are installable in and removable from a landing 
nipple connected in a tubing string in a well. . 

It is still another object of the invention to provide a 
running and pulling tool which is remotely actuatable by 
application of force pulses to the upper end of the tool 
from either a mechanically or hydraulically actuated unit 
engaged with the upper end of the tool. 

It is a still further object of the invention to provide 
a running and pulling tool which is actuatable between a 
plurality of positions for connecting and disconnecting 
said tool and a well device supported from said tool on a 
ratchet mechanism. 

It is a still further object of the invention to provide a 
running and pulling tool which is operable by a series 
of force pulses applied to the tool independent of the 
rate or smoothness with which the force pulses are de 
veloped and applied. 

It is still another object of the invention to provide a 
force pulse actuated running and pulling tool which is not 
rendered inoperative by force pulses which exceed the 
force required to operate the tool. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide a 
force pulse operated running and pulling tool which re 
mains in each of its locked and unlocked positions during 
several cycles of operation to permit the tool to be forced 
past obstructions in the tubing string when moving the 
tool to the desired location in a well bore. 

<It is a still further object of the invention to provide a 
force pulse actuated operator tool which when serving a 
pulling function is releasable without shear pins from 
the well device to which it is secured when the well de 
vice is stuck in the well. 

Additional objects and advantages of the invention 
will be readily apparent from the reading of the follow 
ing description of a device constructed in accordance with 
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the invention, and reference to the accompanying draw 
ings thereof, wherein: 
FIGURES 1A and 1B taken together constitute a 

longitudinal view in section of a major portion of an 
operator tool according to the invention, including the 
upper ends of the running collet and prong; 
FIGURE 1C is a longitudinal view in section along 

the line 1C1C of FIGURE 2 of the lower portions of 
the running collet and prong of the tool of FIGURES 
1A and 1B when engaged with a well tool being set in a 
landing nipple of a tubing string; 
FIGURE 2 is a View in section along the line 2_2 of 

FIGURE 1C; 
FIGURE 3 is an exploded view in perspective of the 

principal components of the ratchet operating and reset 
assembly employed in the well tool of FIGURE l; 
FIGURE 4 is a fragmentary view in section of the 

ratchet operating and reset assembly during an inter 
mediate stage of operation of the tool while connecting 
the tool with a well device to be installed by it; 
FIGURE 5 is a fragmentary view in section showing 

the ‘ratchet operating and reset assembly and the running 
collet and prong when the prong is lifted by the jack rod 
substantially to the unlocked position; 
FIGURE 6 is a fragmentary view in section showing 

the ratchet and reset assembly during the initial step of 
the reset procedure; 
FIGURE 7 is a fragmentary view in section of the 

lower end of the tool illustrating the pulling collet and 
prong used in removing a well device from a landing 
nipple; and 
FIGURE 8 is a diagrammatic view in section and 

elevation illustrating a well system in which the running 
and'pulling tool of the invention is used. 
The invention has to do with well installations utilizing 

fluid pressure circulated through two ñow courses to insert 
and remove tools therein, and is directed to an operator 
tool `for supporting and manipulating well tools in the 
ñow conductor which can be controlled from the surface 
by means of the force of fluid pressure pulses applied 
across the operator tool to cause the same to actuate 
through a predetermined series of cycles to effect the 
desired operation in the well. The operator tool is pro 
vided with a plurality of ratchet-like teeth on an actuator 
rod and a plurality of mating teeth on an actuating sleeve. 
A spring biases the sleeve longitudinally with respect to 
the rod, and upon movement of the sleeve compressing 
the spring, as a result of force applied by fluid pressure to 
a member connected with the sleeve, the sleeve is de 
pressed one ratchet interval and will, upon release or 
reduction of pressure differential force, move the actuator 
rod a distance equal to the one ratchet interval of com 
pression of the spring. In this manner, a predetermined 
number of cycles will cause a predetermined movement 
of the actuator rod to eñect the desired operation of 
connecting means at one end of the tool, whereby the 
tool is actuated in response to fluid pressure force im 
pulses applied thereto in the well conductor to cause 
the desired longitudinal movement of the actuator rod 
and the well tool connected to the operator tool. 

Referring to FIGURES lA-IC and 2, an operating tool 
20 includes a tubular body 21 suspended from an oper 
ator rod and collet assembly 22 used in supporting and 
operating this tool. A well device 23, such as a safety 
valve which is installed and removed by the tool 20, is 
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connected to the tool by a runninv collet and prong 
assembly 24 supported from and operated by a jack rod 
25 which is lifted between positions by a lift ring 30 and 
retained at each position by a hold ring 3i. The lift ring 
is forced downwardly by the plunger cap 32 against a 
lift spring 33 and is returned upwardly by the spring to 
raise the jack rod to shift the running collet and prong 
assembly 24 between locking and unlocking positions by 
lifting a running prong 34 relative to a running collet 35. 

Referring to FIGURE 1A, the assembly 22 includes a 
supporting and operating collet 4t! threaded over an 
operator rod 41. A suitable coupling, not shown, is con 
nected with or formed on the upper end of the operator 
rod for pivotally connecting the operator tool at the 
lower end of a series of other tools forming an articulated 
train of tools which can traverse a pipe string having 
sections curved 0n radii of as little as 60 inches or less. 
The operator rod has a plurality of longitudinal outside 
liat surfaces 42 circumferentially spaced around the rod 
for the engagement of a tool such as a wrench for manual 
rotation of the rod relative to the collet 40. The operator 
rod is rotatably secured through the collet by the ex 
ternally threaded intermediate section 42a below which 
the rod is reduced in diameter along a section 43 which 
near its lower end is provided with a plurality of liat 
detent surfaces 44. A cylindrical lower end section 45 of 
the operator rod is extendable below the lower end of 
the collet 40 and through a central opening 46 in a 
floating washer 50 during the reset step of the operation 
of the tool as will be explained hereinafter. 
The collet 40 includes an internally threaded head sec 

tion 51 from which a plurality of collet fingers 52 extend. 
Each of the collet lingers has a head 53 with an internal 
boss 54 and an external boss 55. The inner bosses 54 in 
terfere with the detent surfaces 44 when the operator 
rod is rotated to provide a detent holding the operator 
rod against rotation in the collet until the heads 53 are 
cammed outwardly enough to permit rotation of the 
operator rod. The external boss 55 on each collet linger 
has an upwardly and outwardly facing shoulder 60 to 
engage a downwardly facing internal annular shoulder 6l 
formed by an inwardly extending internal annular liange 
62 within the upper end of the body 21. A plurality of 
liat longitudinal surfaces 51a are formed on and circum 
ferentially spaced around the collet head 51 for engage 
ment of a wrench or similar tool during the procedure of 
connecting the operating tool with the well device 23. 
The upper end section of the body 21 has at least two 

lateral windows 63 circumferentially spaced 18() degrees 
apart for access to the lioating washer 50 so that the 
washer may be manipulated into the desired positions 
when securing the well tool with the well device 23. 
The plunger cap 32 slidably lits within the body 21 

and is held against upward movement by an internal an 
nular shoulder 64 Within the body which engages an 
external annular shoulder 65 on the plunger cap. The top 
portion 70 of the plunger cap has a central opening 71 
through which the lower end section 45 of the operator 
rod 41 is extendable when the lioating washer 50 is 
properly aligned, as will be explained hereinafter. 
The lower end surface 72 of the plunger cap is en 

gaged with the upper end of the lift ring 30 which is 
biased upwardly against the plunger cap by the lift 
spring 33. The lift ring includes a base ring 30a and a 
plurality of upwardly extending cylindrical segments 3(lb 
which are uniformly spaced around the base ring and 
spaced apart from each other forming the upwardly 
opening longitudinal slots 30e. The outer surfaces of the 
cylindrical segments 301') lit in sliding relationship within 
the body 21 below the annular shoulder 64. The lift ring 
also includes a pair of oppositely positioned lift lingers 
30d in the form of cylindrical segments extending down 
wardly from the base ring 30a so that a plurality of 
horizontal teeth 30e along the inside of each linger are 
engageable with a plurality of horizontal external teeth 
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4 
73 on the jack rod linger 25b when the lift ring is raised. . 
The lift ring fingers lit over the jack rod fingers within 
the lift spring. The combined liexibility of the lift ring 
fingers and the jack rod lingers allow the lift lingers to 
move downwardly over the jack rod lingers. The lift 
fingers are positioned inwardly on the base ring to pro 
vide a downwardly facing external annular shoulder 30]c 
around the base ring to permit the upper end of the 
spring 33 to seat against the base ring, as best seen in 
FIGURE 1B. A short downwardly extending circum 
ferential skirt 30g is formed on the bottom face of the 
base ring 30a extending circumferentially between the 
lift fingers to hold the lift spring away from the jack rod 
along the spaces between the lift fingers around the seat 
301‘ so the spring will not tend to become entangled with 
the jack rod teeth. An inwardly and upwardly facing 
internal annular cam surface 30h is formed on the base 
ring around its bore 30j. 
The jack rod 25 comprises a ring 25a supporting a 

plurality of upwardly extending lingers 25h each of which 
is in the shape of a segment of a cylinder and provided 
with a plurality of external horizontal teeth 73. A pair 
of oppositely positioned lingers 25d are engageable by 
the lift lingers 36d to raise the jack rod. A pair of oppo 
sitely positioned laterally opening holes 25a in the base 
ring 25a receive a pin 74 which engages the running col 
let and prong assembly 24 as will be discussed in more 
detail hereinafter. The lingers 25d are evenly spaced cir~ 
cumferentially around the ring 25a and are spaced apart 
from each other so that a longitudinal upwardly opening 
slot 25d is provided between each pair of adjacent lin 
gers to permit the lingers to liex suliiciently for the proper 
engagement and disengagement of the teeth on the jack 
rod and the teeth of the lift and hold rings. Each slot 25d 
is slightly enlarged along its upper end section 25e by a 
reduction in size of each of the jack rod lingers along 
such section. 
The hold ring 31 is held within the body around the 

jack rod by an annular retainer 75 which is threaded into 
the lower end section of the body and held against rota 
tion relative to the body by a resilient wire clip 80 which 
lits around the retainer in an external annular locking 
recess S1. The clip 80 has one end 82 which is bent nor 
mal to the circular main body of the clip to fit through 
one of several slots 83 formed in the retainer above the 
recess 81 into one of a plurality of longitudinal down 
wardly opening slots 84 formed at the lower end of the 
body 21. A sulhcient even number of slots is formed in 
one of the members and odd number in the other so 
that when the retainer is threaded into the body to the 
desired degree of tightness there will be at least one slot 
83 opening into a slot 84 to receive the end 82 of the 
wire clip to hold the retainer against rotation in the body. 
The hold ring 31 comprises a horizontal -base ring 31a 

the lower face of which rests on the upper end 75a of the 
retainer 75 and the upper face of which supports the 
lower end of the lift spring 33. An upwardly extending 
cylindrical ring 31b is formed on the base ring and sup 
ports two hold ring lingers 31C each of which is in the 
shape of a cylindrical segment and has a plurality of 
internal horizontal teeth 31d. The hold lingersare evenly 
spaced apart from each other and each linger engages one 
of an oppositely positioned pair of the jack rod lingers 
2511 while the lift ring lingers 30d engage the other two 
oppositely positioned jack rod lingers. The hold ring 
lingers mesh between the lift ring lingers with the upper 
ends of the hold ring lingers being engageable with the 
lower edge 301’ of the lift ring and the lower ends of the 
lift ring lingers being simultaneously engageable with the 
upper edge 31e of the ring Sib of the hold ring to limit 
the relative movement of the lift ring toward the hold 
ring. The lift and hold rings are spaced apart from each 
other within the body a sufficient distance to allow the 
lift ring to move downwardly the length of one and one 
half teeth on the jack rod lingers before they engage 
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each other. By so dimensioning and positioning the lift 
and hold rings the lift ring will advance the length of one 
full tooth during each cycle of operation as will be dis 
cussed in more detail hereinafter. 
A reset cap 90 is supported on the upper end of the 

jack rod to provide a means for engaging and pushing 
the jack rod downwardly during the reset procedure. The 
reset cap comprises a cylindrical core or ring 90a on 
which are formed a plurality of radially extending cir 
cumferentially spaced quadrantal flanges or brim 90b, 
upwardly extending cylindrical fingerlike segments 90C, 
and downwardly extending quarter-cylindrical shaped fin 
gers 90d. The spaced apart relationship of the quadrantal 
fianges form circumferentially spaced outwardly opening 
slots 90e between the lianges. The reset cap is supported 
on the upper ends of the jack rod fingers 2511 with the 
fingers 9fìd being received in the recesses 25d between 
the jack rod fingers to orient the reset cap and the jack 
rod relative to each other. The fingers 90d are smaller 
in cross section than the recesses 25d so that the jack rod 
fingers may be cammed radially inwardly during the lift 
ing and resetting of the jack rod. 
A reset collet 91 is disposed within the plunger 32 

and the lift ring 30 over the reset cap and the upper 
end section of the jack rod. The reset collet has a head 
section 91a with a centrally located upwardly extending 
guide lug 91b which is tapered upwardly and inwardly 
so that the upper end section of the lug is receivable 
within the opening 71 through the cap member 32 when 
the reset collet is in the upper position illustrated in FIG 
URE l. A plurality of downwardly extending circum 
ferentially spaced collet fingers 91e extend from the head 
section. Each of the reset collet fingers has a radially 
outwardly extending head 91d with a lower cam surface 
91e and an upper shoulder surface 911‘. A reset spring 92 
is disposed around the reset collet and confined between 
the upwardly facing shoulders 913c on the collet finger 
heads and two semicircular lock ring segments 93 which 
are disposed within the spring around the head of the 
reset collet. The upper end of the reset spring engages 
the lower face of an outwardly extending flange 93a on 
each lock ring segment. An internal flange 93b within 
each lock ring segment is received in an external annular 
locking recess 91g around the reset collet head 91a to 
hold the lock ring segments against longitudinal move 
ment on the collet head while the reset spring fitting 
around the segments keeps the segments in place on the 
head. 
The reset cap is raised and lowered =by the jack rod 

within the reset collet during operation of the tool. The 
quadrantal flanges 90d on the reset cap fit between the 
reset collet fingers 91C to orient the reset collet with re 
spect to the jack rod so that each reset collet finger is 
aligned with the outer toothed surface of a jack rod finger 
and thus inward movement of each reset collet finger 
will force the corresponding jack rod finger inwardly 
during the reset operation. When the jack rod is lifted 
farther into the reset collet to a position at which the 
upper face of each of the quadrantal flanges 90b is above 
the upper shoulders 91f on the heads of the reset collet 
fingers, the quadrautal lianges engage the lower end of 
the reset spring to compress the spring and lift the lower 
end of the spring above the shoulders on the reset collet 
finger heads. The lower cam surface 91e on each reset col 
let head is engageable with the upwardly facing cam sur 
face 30h of the lift ring to cam the reset collet fingers 
inwardly when the reset collet is forced downwardly to 
ward the lift ring during the reset procedure, as will be 
discussed hereinafter. Each reset collet head 91d extends 
radially outwardly through a recess 30e between the cylin 
drical segments 30d of the lift ring thereby orientating the 
lift ring urelative to the jack rod since the reset collet is 
interlocked with the reset cap which meshes with the 
jack rod. 
As illustrated in FIGURES 1B and 1C, the operator 
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tool is equipped With the running collet and prong assem 
bly 24 which includes the running control prong 34 and 
the running locking collet 35. The running prong has a 
head section 100 provided with a lateral bore 101 to 
receive the pin 74 for holding the prong head within the 
lower end section of the jack rod. The running prong is 
substantially uniform in diameter along an intermediate 
section 102 comprising a major portion of its length 
which when disposed within the running collet finger 
heads holds them in a “fully locked” position. A reduced 
lower end section 104 on the running collet when dis 
posed ‘within the running collet finger heads allows them 
to be cammed inwardly to a “half~locked” position. The 
running collet 35 includes a head ring 35a from which a 
plurality of collet fingers 35b depend. The collet fingers 
are circumferentially spaced around the head ring provid 
ing downwardly opening slots 35bb between the fingers to 
permit the fingers to expand and contract between locked 
and unlocked positions. The outer end sections of the 
pin 74 are received in the slots 35bb between the collet 
fingers 35h while the collet is held against downward 
movement by engagement of an upwardly facing internal 
annular shoulder 105 within the retainer ring 75 with a 
downwardly facing surface 35e on a collet boss 35d on 
each collet finger. Each running collet ñnger has a cen 
tral outwardly extending boss 35e and a lower external 
boss 35f. A lower internal boss 35g is formed along the 
lower end section of each of the running collet fingers 
to cooperate wit-h the running prong for controlling the 
positioning of the running collet fingers between locked, 
half~locked and unlocked positions. 

In FIGURE 1C the running collet and prong assembly 
4 is illustrated engaged within the locking assembly 23 

of a well device, not shown, being locked within a land 
ing nipple 110 secured by a coupling l10n to a well tubing 
string 110b. The landing nipple is provided with an inter 
nal annular locating recess 111 having an upwardly fac 
ing internal annular shoulder 112. Below the locating 
means the landing nipple has an internal annular locking 
recess 113. The locking assembly 23 of the well device 
includes a mandrel 120 with a central bore 120a and pro 
vided with an upwardly facing internal annular shoulder 
121 at the lower end of an enlarged bore section 121a. 
An upper internal annular locking recess 122 is formed 
in the mandrel around the bore above the section 121er. 
An annular outer retainer ring 123 and an annular inner 
retainer ring 123:1 are secured on the mandrel by a plu` 
rality of pins 124 to hold a locking collet assembly 125 
-and a locking finger assembly 130 on the mandrel. The 
outer retainer ring assembly 123 includes a plurality of 
circumferentially spaced fingers 131 for holding the lock 
ing finger assembly 130v on the mandrel. The inner retain 
er ring 123a has a plurality of circumferentially spaced 
fingers 132 between the fingers 131 for holding the lock 
ing collet assembly 125 on the mandrel. The fingers 131 
and 132 are provided with downwardly and outwardly 
facing surfaces 131a and 132a, respectively, which are 
engageable with the locking shoulder 112 of the landing 
nipple to locate the well device in the landing nipple and 
hold the device against downward movement within the 
nipple. 
The locking collet assembly 125 includes a plurality 

of collet fingers 134 with collet heads 135 which are cir 
cumferentially spaced to provide the downwardly open 
ing longitudinal recesses 140 each of which receives one 
of the fingers 131 on the retainer ring assembly 123. Each 
of the collet fingers 134 is provided with an upwardly 
opening longitudinal recess 141 to receive the fingers 132 
on the inner retainer ring 12341 with the downwardly fac 
ing shoulder surface 142 on each of the fingers 132 being 
engageable with a surface 141er at the lower end of each 
slot 141 to hold the locking collet assembly 125 against 
upward movement on the mandrel while permitting the 
collet fingers to expand and contract around the man 
drel. The locking finger assembly 130 is provided with 
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an annular head 150 having an internal annular locking 
recess 151 and a plurality of downwardly extending lock 
ing fingers 152 each of which is provided with a head 
section 153 and a longitudinally extending slot 154 to 
receive one of the fingers 131 on the outer hold ring 123 
for holding the locking finger assembly on the mandrel 
while permitting the assembly to move longitudinally 
relative to the mandrel within the locking collet assem 
bly. A downwardly facing shoulder 155 on each of the 
fingers 131 of the outer hold ring assembly is engageable 
with a surface 152a at the lower end of each recess 154 
in the locking finger heads to hold the locking finger 
assembly on the mandrel. The locking fingers 152 are 
movable downwardly around the mandrel within the lock 
ing collet assembly 125 until a downwardly facing annu 
lar shoulder 160 around the head 150 engages the upper 
end 125a of the locking collet assembly to position the 
heads 153 of the locking fingers behind the collet heads 
135 expanding the heads into the locking recess 113 to 
hold the well device within the landing nipple. rl'he lock 
ing heads 153 are cammed outwardly by an external an 
nular surface 161 formed on the mandrel 120. 
When the operator tool 20 is used to remove a well 

device from a well bore it is fitted with a pulling collet 
170 and a pulling prong 171 as shown in FIGURE 7. 
The head section of the pulling prong, not shown, and 
Vthe manner of securing it to the jack rod are identical 
to the running prong so that the prong is raised and low~ 
ered by the jack rod for locking and unlocking the pulling 
collet. The pulling prong has a reduced “unlock” section 
174 providing an external annular recess 174a to receive 
an inner boss 175 on each pulling collet finger 180 so 
that the collet fingers may be cammed inwardly around 
the prong for releasing the operator tool from a well 
device. A lower enlarged section 181 of the pulling prong 
coacts with the internal bosses of the pulling collet fin 
gers to hold the fingers in a locked position within the 
well device. The pulling collet lingers 180 extend down 
wardly from and are circumferentially spaced apart 
around a head ring of the collet identical to the head ring 
35a of the running collet with the pin 74 extending be 
tween the collet fingers. Each of the pulling collet fingers 
is provided with an external boss corresponding'to the 
boss 35b and shoulder 35e of the running collet, and a 
downwardly facing external shoulder, engageable with 
the shoulder 105 within the retainer ring 75 to hold the 
collet against downward movement within the retainer 
ring. The pulling collet is loosely fitted within the retainer 
ring 75 so that the collet fingers are readily expanded and 
contracted during the locking and unlocking steps. 
The operator tool 20 is used to remotely install andA 

remove a down hole well device in a well system as shown 
in FIGURE 8. A well 190 is drilled into the ocean bottom 
190a at a horizontally spaced position from platform 191 
which supports the necessary wellhead and equipment for 
producing and servicing the well. Two tubing strings 110b 
and 193 extend from the platform along the ocean bot 
tom into the well. Within the well the tubing strings are 
interconnected by a cross-over connection 194 so that 
a complete ñuid circulation path may be established from 
the platform into the well and back to the platform. The 
platform end of the tubing 110b has a manifold 195 
between two spaced apart valves 200 and 201 to provide 
means for introducing well tools into the tubing string 
while the well is under pressure. A pump, not shown, is 
suitably connected into the manifold to permit the fluid 
pressure to be applied to pump well tools from it through 
the tubing string 110b. The platform end of the tubing 
string 193 is provided with a valve 202 and may be pro 
vided with ñow lines and other equipment, not shown, 
for producing and servicing the well. A plug 203 is re 
leasably secured in the lower end of the tubing 193. The 
landing nipple 110 is connected into the tubing string 
110b below the cross-over connection 194. Generally a 
well so equipped is produced through the tubing string 
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193 by closing the surface end of the tubing string 110b 
and allowing the well fluids fiowing into the lower end 
of the string 110b to cross over through the connection 
194 and fiow to the surface through the string 193 to 
maintain the tubing string 110b in a substantially clean 
condition so that the well may be serviced without clean 
ing out the tubing string each time it is desired to perform 
a service operation through it. 
An articulated train 210 of pump down type Well tools 

is illustrated at a position for installing a well device, such 
as a safety valve 211, in the landing nipple 110. The tool 
train includes a pair of slidable seal units 212 and 213 
which are flexibly coupled together so that the units may 
readily rbe pumped through curves and obstructions with 
in the tubing string 110b, Suitable slidable seal units are 
illustrated and described in United States patent applica 
tion, Ser. No. 402,707, filed by Norman F. Brown on 
Oct. 9, 1964. The seal units serve as propulsion units to 
move the tool train through the tubing string. Effecting a 
pressure differential across Veach seal unit causes them to 
move through the tubing in the direction of the low pres 
sure. The operator tool 20 is flexibly coupled to the seal 
unit 213 for supporting the safety valve 211 during the 
installation and removal of the safety valve. The landing 
nipple 110 is connected in the tubing string at a location 
below the cross-over connection 194 which will permit 
the tool train to insert the safety valve to the landing 
nipple while the seal units 212 and 213 remain above the 
cross-over connection between the tubing strings. 
The safety valve 211 is installed in the landing nipple 

110 in accordance with the following procedure. The oper~ 
ator tool 20 is fitted with the running prong 34 and the 
running collet 35 which initially are in the relative posi 
tion illustrated in FIGURE 1B. The running prong is 

i retracted into the running collet until the section 104 of 
the running prong has beenlifted above the inner run 
ning collet finger lbosses 35g so that t-he running colletV 
fingers >may be cammed inwardly to the fully unlocked 
position. The retracting of the running prong is accom 
plished with two hand wrenches or similar tools, one of 
which is engaged with the fiat surfaces 51a on the head 
section 51 of the collet 40 while the other is engaged with 
the fiat surfaces 42 on the operator rod 41. The operator 
rod is rotated relative to the collet by holding the collet 
stationary and turning the operator rod to thread the 
operator rod through the collet so that the inward end 
of the operator rod bears against the upper surface of 
the floating washer 50. The floating Washer is manually 

' manipulated through the lateral windows 63 in the tool 
50 

60 

75 

body to an off-center position at which the port 45 through 
the washer is misaligned from the operator rod and the 
opening 71 in the plunger cap 32 as shown in FIGURE 
1B whereby force applied to the top surface of the washer 
causes the washer to bear against the top of the plunger 
cap. The operator rod is threaded through the collet 
against the eccentrically displaced Washer forcing the 
plunger cap farther into the body 21 compressing the 
lift spring 33. The lower end of the plunger cap bears 
against the upper end of the lift ring which engages the 
upper end of the lift spring through the annular shoulder 
30f. The reaction force between the operator rod and 
the collet 40 holds the shoulders 60 on the collet finger 
heads against the internal annular shoulder 61 within the 
head section of the ybody as the operator rod is threaded 
through the collet. The lift ring is forced into the body 
against the lift spring until the lower end 301' of the lift 
skirt 30g engages the upper ends of the upwardly ex 
tending hold ring fingers 31C. In the particular embod 
iment of the tool illustrated the distance provided be 
tween the lift and hold rings permits the lift ring to be 
forced toward the hold ring a distance of approximately 
one and one-‘half times the height of one intermeshing 
tooth on the hold and lift rings and the jack rod. As the 
lift ring is forced downwardly, the teeth 30e on the lift 
ring fingers 30d slide over the external teeth 73 on the 
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)ack rod fingers since both the lift ring fingers and the 
jack rod fingers are flexible which permits the two lift 
ring fingers to move over the teeth on the jack rod fin 
gers with which they are engaged. The distance of one 
and one-half times the height of a tooth is provided be 
tween the lift and hold rings as a factor of safety to 
insure that the hold ring will advance at least one tooth 
when the lift spring relaxes to reengage the hold ring 
fingers with the jack rod. 
When the operator rod has been threaded through the 

collet 40 until the adjacent ends of the lift and hold rings 
are engaged with each other, it will be evident to the oper 
ator as his wrenches will no longer turn and the operator 
rod cannot be easily threaded farther into the collet. 
While the two lift ring fingers 30d are being forced down 
wardly along two of the jack rod fingers 25d, the two hold 
ring fingers 31C are engaging the other two jack rod fin 
gers holding the jack rod against downward movement 
while the lift ring is being advanced. The operator rod 
41 is now rotated in the opposite direction to retract the 
inward end of the rod from the iioating washer and relieve 
the plunger cap 32 of the pressure imposed on it by the 
operator rod. When the operator rod is no longer en 
gaged with and holding the plunger cap down, the lift 
spring 33 expands until the lift spring is relaxed and the 
shoulder 65 on the plunger cap engages the shoulder 64 
in the body to raise the lift ring and the plunger cap back 
to t-he position shown in FIGURE 1B. As the lift ring 
is raised by the lift spring the teeth on the lift ring fin 
gers en-gage the teeth on the corresponding meshing fin 
gers of the jack rod to lift the jack rod to a new position 
which is one tooth higher than the previous position of 
the jack rod since the lift ring advanced effectively the 
distance of one tooth as it was moved downwardly while 
the jack rod was held against downward movement. Dur 
ing the upward movement of the lift ring, the teeth of the 
lift ring fingers mesh with the jack rod teet-h, lift the jack 
rod, and the teeth of the hold ring fingers mesh with the 
jack rod to hold it at the lifted position. As the lift ring 
raises the jack rod the flexibility of the fingers of the jack 
rod engaged with the hold ring fingers allows the teeth 
of the jack rod to snap over the teeth of the hold ring 
fingers so that the hold ring fingers advance one tooth 
distance to hold the jack rod at its new, one-tooth-higher 
position. 

During the downward movement of the lift ring as 
above described, the hold ring is held against downward 
movement by the engagement of its lower end surface 
with the upper end 75a of the retainer 75 which is thread 
ed into the body 21. Upon relaxation of the force against 
the lift spring permitting it to expand; it can expand only 
upwardly away from the hold ring and thus the jack rod 
is lifted while the hold ring remains stationary. 
As the jack rod is lifted it is moved the distance of one 

tooth farther into the lift ring and reset collet raising the 
reset cap 9G along with its quadrantal segments 90d to 
compress the reset spring 9?. a distance equal to the length 
of one tooth. 
The above described procedure of threading the opera 

tor rod through the collet 40 to compress the lift spring 
and unthreading the operator rod to permit the litt spring 
to relax and raise the jack rod is repeated until the run 
ning prong has been withdrawn into the running collet a 
sufficient distance to raise the half-lock section 104 of the 
prong above the inner bosses 35g of the collet heads. The 
embodiment of the tool illustrated requires six cycles 
of operation to fully unlock the running collet. FIGURE 
4 illustrates the tool as it completes the first half of the 
fifth cycle at the end of which the running collet will be 
fully unlocked and the jack rod will have been raised 
ñve teeth in height. The reset spring has been lifted and 
compressed by the reset cap a distance equal to the height 
of six of the teeth on the jack rod and lift ring fingers. 
The running collet and prong assembly of the operator 

tool is inserted into the locking assembly 23 of the safety 
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valve by inserting the running collet fingers into the up 
per end of the mandrel 120 until the collet finger heads 
snap into the locking recess 122. Since the interference 
of the running prong has been removed by lifting the 
prong from within the collet finger heads the heads are 
readily cammed inwardly as the operating tool is pushed 
downwardly with the collet finger heads being introduced 
into the upper end of the mandrel 120. The locking finger 
assembly 130 of the safety valve is lifted over the running 
collet fingers until the collet bosses 35e on the collet 
fingers snap into the locking recess 151 within the head 
of the locking finger assembly. The locking finger assembly 
is held in an upward .position relative to the mandrel and 
the collet heads 135 on the locking collet assembly 125 
of the safety valve are free to be cammed inwardly so 
that the safety valve may be inserted into the landing 
nipple 110 when the valve reaches the landing nipple. 

After the running collet is engaged with the locking 
assembly of the safety valve, as above described, the run 
ning prong is reset or returned to the full locked position 
' lustrated in FIGURE 1C so that the safety valve can be 
supported from the operator tool and run into the well. 
The operator rod 41 and the collet 46 are engaged with 
suitable wrenches at the fiat surfaces 42 and 51a, re 
spectively to thread the operator rod into the collet. The 
floating washer 5G is manipulated through the lateral 
windows 63 to align the hole 45 through the washer 
with the hole 71 through the plunger cap. With the floating 
washer so aligned the operator rod is threaded farther 
into the collet until the end section 45 of the operator rod 
passes through the holes in the washer and the plunger 
cap against the lug 91b on the top of the reset collet 91 
to force the collet downwardly with the surfaces 91e on 
the collet heads engaging the cam surface 30h of the lift 
ring to cam the reset collet fingers radially inwardly 
around the jack rod fingers 25b. As the reset collet fingers 
move inwardly they engage all of the jack rod fingers 
forcing the jack rod fingers also radially inwardly. The 
operator rod is threaded through the collet 40' until the 
rod has forced the reset collet downwardly a sufficient 
distance to cam the collet fingers and jack rod fingers in 
wardly until the meshing teeth of the jack rod fingers and 
the lift and hold ring fingers are fully disengaged from 
each other. When the jack rod and lift and hold ring teeth 
are so released, the jack rod is no longer held against 
downward movement and the reset spring 92 expands until 
the lower end of the spring engages the upper surfaces 91j 
on the lreset collet finger heads. As the reset spring ex 
pands the lower end of the spring acting on the quadrantal 
segments 90b of the reset cap forces the cap downwardly 
which forces the jack rod downwardly to insert the run 
ning prong 34 within the bosses 35g of the heads of the 
collet 35 until the section 152 of the running prong is 
within the collet head bosses so that the running collet 
is in the fully locked position. In carrying out the reset 
procedure it will generally be determinable by sound 
when the jack rod along with the running prong have 
been returned to the locked position. As soon as the oper 
ator rod depressed the reset collet sufficiently to dis 
engage the jack` rod fingers from the lift and hold ring 
fingers the reset spring will suddenly expand and in one 
continuous quick motion move the jack rod and running 
prong to the locked position illustrated in FIGURE 1B. 
As soon as the sound of the snap action of the jack rod 
subsides the operator tool should be locked with the 
safety valve. Force may be applied between the body of 
the operator tool and the locking assembly of the safety 
valve tending to pull the two devices away from each 
other to determine if the proper locked relationship has 
been established between the running prong land collet 
of the tool. If the running prong has not been returned 
to the locked position the tool may be readily withdrawn 
from the safety valve locking assembly. 

After it has been determined that the running prong is 
in the full locked position, the operator rod 41 is rotated 
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relative to the collet 49 until the head lower end section 
45 of the rod has been withdrawn to within the collet 
heads as illustrated in the FIGURE 1C. The reset collet 
ñngers spring radially outwardly with the cumming action 
between the surface 30h of the lift ring and the surfaces 
91e on the reset collet finger heads causing the reset col 
let to move back to the position illustrated in FIGURE 
l-A .permitting the jack rod fingers to spring back out 
wardly to their normal posiions with the teeth on the 
jack rod lingers again meshing with the teeth of the lift 
and hold ring lingers locking the jack rod in the position 
illustrated in FIGURE l-B. The jack »rod and running 
collet assembly remain locked until it is desired to re 
lease the tool from the locking assembly of the safety 
valve. 

In the posi’ion of the operator rod 41 shown in FlG~ 
URE 1A the fiat surfaces 44 engage inside surfaces of 
the collet fingers 52 serving va detent function to oppose 
the unscrewing of the operator ̀ rod from the collet 49 so 
the operator tool may be supported by the tool string 
through the operator rod. 
When the operator tool is fully locked with the safety 

valve and the operator rod 41 has been retracted inâo 
the collet 40 as above described, the operator tool is 
coupled with the pump down tool train 216. With the 
valve 291 closed, the valve 200 in the tubing string 11% 
on the platform 191 is opened and the tool train is in 
serted into the manifold 195. The valve 20G is then closed 
and the valves 201 and 292 are opened while huid is 
pumped into the manifold behind the tool train to dis 
place the train through the tubing string 1165 until the 
safety valve 211 is seated within the landing nipple. 
Fluid in the tubing strings 11G-b and 193 ahead of the 
tool train is displaced from the system through the valve 
202. Pressure and liow rate readings at the surface end 
of the tubing string 110b provide an indication of when 
the tool train reaches the position that the safety valve 
is seated in the landing nipple. During the movement of 
the tool train between the platform and the landing nipple 
there is substantially no variation in the pressure and flow 
rate in the tubing string 1101; as measured at the plat 
form. When the tool train reaches the landing nipple and 
is stopped from further movements, the pressure in the 
tubing behind the tool train increases indicating the 
arrival of the safety valve at the landing nipple. 

‘Preferably just prior to the arrival of the safety valve 
at the landing nipple the direction of circulation through 
the tubing strings 110b and 193 is brieliy reversed .to 
`determine the pressure required to move the tool train 
upwardly in the tubing string 110b. Reverse circulation 
is maintained only long enough to provide pressure and 
flow rate readings for upward movement of the tool train. 
Such readings serve as a base or reference in subse uently 
determining if the safety valve is locked in the landing 
nipple as explained hereinafter. As soon as the desired 
reference readings are obtained, ñow into the tubing 110b 
is vreestablished to pump the safety valve into the landing 
nipple. 
The tool train pushes the safety valve into the landing 

A nipple until the shoulders 131:1 and 132a on the fingers 131 
and 132 engage the seat surface 112 within the landing 
nipple to hold the safety valve and the tool train against 
further movement through the tubing string 1101i. Gen 
erally, the safety valve will enter and seat in the land 
ing nipple sufiiciently abruptly to cause the operator tool 
20 to function through one cycle lifting the jack rod one 
tooth. When the surfaces 13141 and 132e on the lingers 
131 and 132 engage the seat surface 112, the mandrel 

. 120 is held against further downward movement by the 
connection through the pins 124 with the lingers 131 and 
132. The section 182 of the running prong is within the 
bosses 35g of the heads of the running collet fingers so 
that the running collet ñngers cannot be cammed in 
wardly. The outer bosses 35i on the running collet linger 
heads are in the locking recess 122 of the mandrel 120 
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holding the running collet against downward movement 
in the mandrel so that the hold ring 31 of the operator 
tool is also held against downward movement due to 
the engagement of the upper end of the running collet 
with the bottom surface of the base ring 31a of the hold 
ring. The hold ring lingers are engaged with the jack rod 
ñngers holding the jack rod against downward movement 
due to the impact landing of the safety valve within the 
landing nipple. 

While the body of the operator tool along with the jack 
rod and related connected stmcture are held against down 
ward movement upon impact of the safety valve in the 
landing nipple, the collet 418 and the operator rod 41 
together with the tools in the tool train above the opera 
tor rod are not so restrained against downward move 
ment. The train of tools down through and including 
the operator rod and the collet 40 are carried by their 
momentum farther downwardly with the lower end of the 
collet 4() engaging the floating washer Sii to depress the 
plunger cap 32 until the lower end of the lift ring engages 
the upper end of the hold ring causing the teeth on the 
fingers of the lift ring to slide over the teeth on the 
fingers of the jack rod. When the force of the momentum 
of the tools above the tool 20 is expended, the compressed 
lift spring 33 expands to lift the jack rod one tooth in 
height with the teeth on the lingers of the hold ring sliding 
over the teeth on the lingers of the jack rod and remesh 
ing with the jack rod teeth to hold the jack rod at its 
raised position. 
The safety valve is seated but not yet locked in the 

landing nipple and the running tool has cycled once lift 
ing the running prong the length of one tooth on the jack 
rod leaving the section 102 of the running prong withinA 
the running collet to hold the running collet in the full 
locked position. The next steps are to lock the safety 
valve in the landing nipple and then to release the 
operator tool from the safety valve so it and the tool 
train may be removed from the well. The flow rate into 
the tubing string 11ßb is increased to a level suliicient to 
effect a pressure drop across the seal assemblies 212 and 
213 adequate to force the assemblies downwardly against 
the operator tool forcing the collet 40 downwardly against 
the floating washer to depress the plunger cap and lift ring 
compressing the lift spring until the lower end of the 
lift ring again engages the upper end of the hold ring. 
The flow rate into the tubing string is then reduced per 
mitting the lift spring to expand to raise the jack rod a 
second tooth in height at which position the ruiming 
prong remains with the section 162 within the running 
collet head continuing to hold the running collet at the 
full locked position. While a predetermined minimum 
pressure drop across the seal assemblies is required to 
compress the lift ring sufñciently to cycle the running tool, 
a pressure drop in excess of the required minimum does 
not result in any additional cycles since the lift spring 
can only be compressed the distance provided between 
the lift and hold ring responsive to each downward force 
on the lift ring. Therefore, a pressure substantially in 
excess of the required minimum may inadvertently be 
imposed on the train of tools without ill effect or inter 
ruption of the proper operation of the running tool. For 
the same reason, the duration ofthe period during which 
the pressure is applied to the train of tools is of no con 
sequence since the cycle which lifts the jack rod occurs 
only during expansion of the lift spring upon Vrelaxation Y 
of the force being applied to the tool. 
The pressure in the tubing string is increased and de 

creased causing the collet 4d to again be forced against 
the upper end of -the washer to operate the operator tool 
through a third cycle lifting the jack rod a third tooth 
in height to raise the running prong to the levelat which 
the halflock section 104 of the prong is within the inner 
bosses of the running collet linger heads so that the 
running collet finger heads may be cammed inwardly 
around the running prong sufficiently for the outer bosses 
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35j' of the running collet finger head to move into the 
enlarged bore 121:1 in the safety valve mandrel so that 
the running collet may move downwardly in the man 
drel. The pressure in the tubing string 192 is again in 
creased at the surface to effect a fourth cycle of opera 
tion of the running tool. Since the running collet may 
now move downwardly in the bore 12111 of the mandrel, 
the downward force resulting from the fourth increase 
in pressure pushes the entire tool train downwardly until 
the lower end of the retainer 75 engages the upper end 
of the annular head 150 on the locking finger assembly 
130. The downward force causes the shoulder 122a in 
the mandrel 120 to cam the running collet finger heads 
inwardly to allow the downward movement into the bore 
section 121a. The locking finger assembly 130 is moved 
downwardly by the lower end of the retainer 75 on the 
tool body 21. The downward movement of the locking 
finger assembly 130 forces the locking fingers 153 against 
the cam surface 161 on the safety valve mandrel cam 
ming the locking fingers outwardly as the lingers move 
downwardly to force the locking collet heads 135 into the 
lookinfr recess 113 of the landing nipple. The locking 
finger assembly is forced downwardly until the annular 
shoulder 160 on the locking assembly head engages the 
upper end 12551 of the locking collet assembly 125 to 
wedge the heads 153 behind the heads 135 so that the 
safety valve is held against upward movement within the 
landing nipple. In applying the'force of the pressure in 
crease for the fourth cycle to the running tool the collet 
49 depresses the plunger cap and lift ring against the hold 
ring with the hold ring in turn transferring the force to 
the upper end of the retainer 75 and the running collet 
forcing both the running collet and the locking finger 
assembly 130 downwardly to effect the above described 
locking of the safety valve in the landing nipple. The 
pressure is then again relieved in the tubing string per 
mitfiing the lift spring to raise the jack rod and running 
prong to the fourth position at which the section 194 
of the running prong still remains within the heads of 
the running collet at the half locked position. 
The half locked position of the running collet permits 

a testing function to determine if the safety valve is 
firmly locked in its landing nipple prior to withdrawal of 
the tool train. The half locked position allows the run 
ning collet to move downwardly into the bore section 
12111 to lock the safety valve while upward movement 
of the collet is limited by engagement of the internal 
shoulder 122b with the bosses 35]c to prevent removal 
of the running collet from the mandrel 12() so long as 
the collet is in the half locked condition. Reverse cir 
culation is now established with fluid flowing downward 
ly in the tubing string 193 and upwardly in the tubing 
string 1105 to lift the -tool train to determine if it is 
locked in the landing nipple. The pressure and flow rate 
in the tubing string 193 is raised substantially above the 
reference readings determined as previously described 
when reverse flow was briefly established just before in 
sertion of the safety valve into the landing nipple. Since 
the reference pressure and ñow rate were determined 
as required to lift the tool train alone the additional 
pumping into the tubing string 193 effects an appreci 
able upward force in excess of that required to lift the 
train. If, with this additional force being applied on the 
tool train, the flow rate from the -tubing string 116!) indi~ 
cates that the tool train is remaining stationary, the tool 
train is being held by the safety valve being firmly 
locked in the landing nipple and the reverse circulation 
testing step may be terminated. 
At the completion of the test procedure as above de 

scribed the pressure within the tubing string 192 is raised 
and lowered a ñfth and a sixth time causing the run 
ning tool to cycle in the previously described manner to 
lift the jack rod and running prong until the lower end 
of the running prong is above the inner bosses 35g of 
the running collet finger heads so that the running collet 
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fingers may be cammed inwardly to the fully unlocked 
position. Actually, upon completion of the ñfth cycle of 
operation the running prong is lifted to a sufficient height 
that the running collet is fully unlocked, though the tool 
is cycled the sixth time to insure that the safety valve 
has been fully locked in the landing nipple and the run 
ning collet may release from the safety valve. 
The circulation pattern between the tubing strings 

11011 and 1% is now reversed with pressure being ap 
plied througli the tubing string 193 and the cross-over 
connection 194 »to the lower ends of the seal units 212 
and 213 so that forces are applied to the tool train 
lifting the train upwardly in the tubing string 110b. With 
the operator tool having been cycled six times to lift the 
jack rod and fully retract the running prong into the 
running collet, the upward movement of the tool train 
causes the running collet lingers to be cammed inwardly 
by the engagement of the surface 12219 within the safety 
valve mandrel with the surfaces 35i on the running collet 
finger heads. The upward movement of the running collet 
thus frees the running collet from the locking assembly 
of the safety valve. The wedging of the locking finger 
heads 153 behind the collet finger heads 135 prevents the 
locking assembly of the safety valve from being uri 
loclzed when the running collet is lifted from the upper 
end of the locking assembly. Upward movement of the 
ruiming collet does not lift the locking finger assembly 
as the surface of the bore section 121e holds the run 
ning collet fingers inwardly sufiiciently that the bosses 
35e clear the flange 151er as the running collet is lifted. 
Also, the bosses 351‘ clear the flange 151a so that the lift 
finger assembly remains in its lower locked position. 
The tool train including the released operator tool is 

pumped to the surface into the manifold 195 from which 
it is removed by closing the valve 261 and opening the 
valve 20G. 

Preferably, when the operator tool is returned to the 
surface the reset procedure is followed to decompress 
the lift spring and return the jack rod and running collet 
prong to the position snown in FIGURE 1. This pro 
cedure is preferred since it is not considered desirable 
to leave the lift spring in the compressed condition when 
the tool is at the surface not in use. Also, it is necessary 
that the lift spring be decompressed to lower the jack 
rod so that access may be obtained to the pin 74 for 
releasing the running collet and prong to replace them 
with the pulling collet and prong. 
When desired, the pump down tool train including the 

operator tool 2li is used to remove the safety valve 211 
from the well. The tool 2i) is fitted as a pulling tool by 
removing the running collet and the running prong and 
replacing them with the pulling collet 176 and the pulling 
prong ‘171. To disconnect the running prong and the 
collet the wire clip Si) is first removed by piying the 
end ̀ 82 of the clip from the slot 84 in which it is engaged 
and springing the clip outwardly from the recess 31 to 
disengage the clip from the retainer ring 75. The retainer 
is then rotated to disengage its threads from the body 
21 and the retainer is moved toward the heads of the 
running collet and the prong with the running collet 
fingers being manually depressed slightly inwardly to 
insure clearance of the retainer over the bosses of the 
collet fingers. With the retainer removed from over the 
running collet and prong the pin 74 is disengaged from 
the jack rod releasing the collet and prong from the jack 
rod. The head of the pulling prong is then placed with 
in the lower end section of the jack rod and the pulling 
collet 17€) is positioned over the jack rod and pulling 
pron-g with the pin 74 being inserted between the lingers 
of the pulling collet through the jack rod and the hole 
in the head of the pulling prong. The position of the 
jack rod with the lift spring relaxed positions the recess 
1744i on the pulling prong within the heads 183 on the 
fingers of the pulling collet, as illustrated in FIGURE 
6. The retainer 75 is placed over the pulling collet and 
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prong with the collet heads being slightly manually de 
pressed inwardly to permit the retainer to pass over the 
collet. The retainer is then threaded into the body 21 and 
the wire clip 80 replaced around the retainer with the end 
I82. of the clip being received in corresponding slots 83 
and 84 of the retainer and body to lock the retainer 
against rotation on the body. 
The operator tool, fitted for pulling, is connected in 

the tool train with the seal units 212 and 213 and placed 
in the manifold 195 from which it is pumped as de 
scribed above through the tubing string 192 into the well 
bore until the pulling collet engages the locking assembly 
of the safety valve stopping further downward move 
ment of the tool train. 'I'he -arrival of the pulling tool 
at the safety Valve is detectable at the surface by an 
increase in iiuid pressure in the tubing string 192. The 
pulling collet enters the head section 150 of the locking 
finger `assembly ‘130. Since the collet heads 183 are 
aligned with the recess 174a on the pulling prong, the 
internal yflange 151a cams the collet fingers inwardly 'al 
lowing the collet to move downwardly until the heads 
snap outwardly into the locking recess 151 and the 
lower end of the retainer 75 engages the upper end of the 
head 15@ preventing further downward movement of the 
operator tool and collet. The impact of the arrival of 
the running tool at the safety valve will cause the run 
ning tool to operate through its first cycle in the same 
manner and for the same reasons that the tool initially 
cycled when installing the safety Valve in the landing 
nipple. Subsequent to the initial operational cycle the 
recess 174 of the pulling prong remains aligned within the 
heads of the pulling collet lingers so that the pulling 
collet is still in the unlocked condition. The pressure 
within the tubing string 110i) is increased and decreased 
to operate the operator tool through the second cycle 
lifting the pulling prong a second tooth in height within 
the pulling collet. After the second cycle of'operation the 
pulling collet and prong remain in an unlocked rela 
tionship while the force which effected the cycle tends 
to firmly seat the operator tool with the safety valve in 
the event the initial impact failed to do so. 
The pressure above the tool train is again raised and 

lowered causing the operator tool to cycle for the third 
time to lift the pulling prong to the ñrst of two posi 
tions in which the head 181 of the pulling prong is with 
in the pulling collet fin-ger heads so that the pulling collet 
dinger heads cannot be forced inwardly and thus the 
pulling collet is in the locked condition within the head 
150 of the locking assembly 130 of the safety valve. The 
pressure is now raised within the tubing string 193 to 
initiate reverse circulation between the tubing strings 
193 and 119b rincreasing the pressure below the tool 
train to pump the tool train yback to the surface, As the 
tool train is lifted by the force of the pressure differ 
entials applied across the seal units 212 and 213, the 
pulling collet heads y183i being locked in the locking re 
cess 151 lift the locking finger assembly 13()` withdraw 
ing the locking finger heads 153 from behind the locking 
collet heads 135 so that the locking collet heads may‘be 
c'ammed inwardly around the mandrel 1-20 of the safety 
valve to release the safety valve from the landing nipple. 
The locking lfinger assembly is pulled upwardly until the 
surfaces 152:1 on the locking finger heads at the lower 
ends of the recesses 154 engage the surfaces 155 on the 
yfingers 131 applying a force through the pins 124 to 
the safety v'alve mandrel to lift the safety valve from the 
landing nipple. With the locking finger heads raised 
above the cam surface 1:61, the locking collet heads are 
free to move inwardly as the safety Valve is lifted so 
that the locking collet heads may freely move out of the 
locking recess 113 of the landing nipple to release the 
safety valve from the nipple. The tool train is pumped 
through the tubing string 110b to the surface into the 
manifold 195 from which it is removed as previously 
described. 
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In the embodiment of the operator tool illustrated the 

pulling collet fingers are locked by the pulling prong 
after both the third and fourth operational cycles. 'Ihe 
pulling prong is moved to a position to release the collet 
fingers following the fifth 'and sixth cycles. It will, there 
fore, lbe clear that if the tool train is pumped to the 
surface following the third cycle it is removed from the 
manifold 195 in the locked condition to which it moved 
subsequent to the third cycle of operation. The safety 
valve is then disengaged from the operator tool by man 
ually manipulating the operator rod 41 and the collet 
40 with wrenches or similar suitable tools in the man 
ner previously described to thread the operator rod 
through the collet against the floating washer to move 
the running tool through its fourth and fifth cycles. At 
the conclusion of the fourth cycle the head 181 of the 
pulling prong remains within the heads of the pulling 

Vcollet fingers so that the collet is still locked. Upon 
completion of the fifth cycle Vthe running prong head 
is retracted within the pulling collet sufficiently to per 
mit the collet fin-ger heads to be cammed inwardly as 
the operator to`ol is pulled away from the safety valve. 
The pulling tool is forced away from the safety valve 
by manual or other suitable means so that the engage 
ment of the shoulder 151a at the upper end of the locking 
recess 151 with the surfaces 183e` on the collet finger 
heads cams the heads inwardly around the pulling prong 
disengaging the pulling collet from the head of therlock 
ing finger assembly on the safety valve. 
The operator tool is then manually reset to relax the 

lift spring and move the jack rod back to a position at 
which the pulling collet and prong may be removed and 
replaced by the running collet and prong in t-he previous~ 
ly described manner for subsequent installation of the 
safety valve or other well devices. The reset procedure 
is carried out Áby manipulating the floating washer so 
that the operator rod is inserted through the hole in the 
washer against the upper end of the reset collet to de 
press the collet camming the jack rod fingers inwardly 
to release the teeth on the fingers from the teeth on 
the lift and hold ring fingers so that the reset spring re 
turns the jack rod downwardly. 

During the procedure of using the operator tool to 
remove the safety valve from the landing nipple the pull 
ing prong and collet are moved into locked relationship 
by the third operational cycle leaving available the fourth 
cycle after which the locked condition still exists if it 
should be necessary to apply an additional downward 
pressure pulse or force on the tool train in manipulating 
the train past an obstruction in the tubing string or in 
jarring the safety valve loose in the landing nipple. For 
example, if when reverse circulation is started following 
the third cycle the safety valve is not pulled from the 
landing nipple, a jarring force may be applied through 
the tubing string 192 by a pressure increase to push the 
safety valve in a downward direction which may loosen 
it from the landing nipple. Also, if an obstruction is 
encountered in the tubing between the landing nipple 
and the platform, the fourth cycle provides a safety factor 
if a downward force is helpful in freeing the tool from 
a stuck condition. ' . 

If, after the fourth cycle, it is found that'the safety 
valve cannot be pulled from the landing nipple a pressure 
pulse applied through the tubing string 192 to the top 
of the tool train will force the tool train downwardly 
to cause the operator tool to cycle for the fifth time re 
tracting the pulling prong into the pulling collet to permit 
the collet to release from the safety valve disengaging the 
operator tool from the safety valve. Reverse circulation is 
then established to lift the tool train including the operator 
tool leaving the safety valve in the landing nipple. There 
fore, where malfunction prevents normal removal of the 
safety valve by the operator tool, the tool is releasable ' 
from the safety valve without the necessity of shearing 
one or more pins and thus leaving the debris of the shear 
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pins in the well bore, possibly in the machines of the 
safety valve and operator tool. 
Upward forces applied to the operator tool through the 

operator rod 41 and the collet 40 when lifting the oper 
ator tool and safety valve from the landing nipple do 
not cause the tool to cycle. The upward forces in pulling 
the tool are applied to body 21 of the tool by engagement 
of the surfaces 6l) on the collet heads -with the internal 
annular downwardly facing surface 61 within the body 
head causing the body to be lifted upwardly so that the 
upper end of the retainer '75 applies force to the lower 
end of the hold ring 31. The engagement of the teeth 
on the hold ring lingers with the jack rod lifts the jack 
rod along with the particular prong connected with the 
jack rod. The upward force of the retainer also engages 
the internal upwardly facing annular surface 135 in the 
retainer with the running or pulling collet to lift the 
collet along with the jack rod and prong so that the rela 
tive positions of the collet and prong are not altered. 
Since no downward force is being applied to the plunger 
cap 32 through the tloating washer the lift spring is not 
compressed to cause the required -relative motion between 
the lift and hold rings for cyclin-g of the tool. 

It will now be seen that there has been described and 
illustrated a new and novel operator tool for installing 
and removing well devices. 

It will be seen that the 'tool is readily litted to perform 
either a running or pulling function in a well tubing 
string. 

It will also be seen that the operator tool is connected 
in a train of tools which are pumped to and from a land 
ing nipple through a tubing string extending between the 
nipple and a wellhead at the surface. 

It will be further seen that the operator tool as an 
element of a train of pump down type tools will traverse 
turns of relative short radius formed in the tubing string 
through which the train of tools is pumped 4between the 
surface and the desired location within a well bore. 

It will be further seen that the operator tool is remotely 
actuatable by application of force to the upper end of 
the tool. 

It will be further seen that the operator tool is remotely 
actuatable between a plurality of positions for operating 
the tool through both locked and unlocked conditions. 

It will be additionally seen that the operator tool is 
operable responsive to force pulses while not being sensi 
tive to the rate or smoothness with which the force pulses 
are applied to the tool so long as such pulses exceed a 
predetermined minimum value. 

It will be further seen that the running and pulling , 
tool remains in each particular locked or unlocked condi 
tion through several cycles of operation to permit the 
tool to be forced past obstructions in a tubing string and 
jarred to release the well device connected to the tool 
from a stuck condition within the landing nipple. 

It will additionally be seen that the tool when fitted 
to perform a pulling function may be cycled to an un 
locked condition to free the tool from the device being 
pulled upon in the event that such device is lodged within 
a landing nipple or well bore and cannot be freed by the 
forces being applied through the operator tool. 

It will be recognized that while the particular tool 
illustrated and described remains at each locked or un 
locked stage during two operational cycles, an operator 
tool may be readily designed in accordance with the in 
vention to remain in each position through more or less 
cycles. Changes in the jack rod and lift and hold ring 
teeth and in the length of the cooperating surfaces of the 
running and pulling prongs and collets are readily made 
to change the cycle relationship of the tool’s operation. 
Also, the relative movements of the lift and hold rin-gs 
may be varied by design to cause more teeth on the hold 
and lift rings and jack rod to be included during each 
operational cycle. 

It will also be recognized that while the operator tool 
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has been described in terms of its function as a member 
of a train of hydraulically actuated pump down tools 
which are manipulated in the tubing string of a well by 
ñuid pressure, the operator tool may be incorporated as an 
element in a tool string of the wireline type as illustrated 
and described at page 3742, Composite Catalog of Oil 
Field Equipment and Services, 1964-65 edition, published 
by World Oil Company, Houston, TeX. The operator tool 
when used with such a string of tools is connected at the 
lower end of the string with the force required for operat 
ing the operator tool being supplied through the jars in 
the tool string. 

It will thus be seen that the operator tool functions 
-responsive to force applied to the tool from either me 
chanically or fluid pressure actuated means. 
The foregoing description of the invention is explana 

tory only, and changes in the details of the construction 
illustrated may be made by those skilled in the art, with 
in the scope of the appended claims, without departing 
from the spirit of the invention. 
What is claimed and desired to be secured by Letters 

Patent is: 
1. An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 

an object comprising: locking means at one end of said 
tool for releasably connecting said tool with said object; 
operating means for moving said locking means between 
locked and unlocked relationship with said object; con 
necting means at the other end of said tool for supporting 
said tool within a well bore and actuating said -operating 
means; and means operatively associated with said con 
necting means and said operating means and movable 
longitudinally through a predetermined plurality of re 
ciprocating movements for actuating said operating means 
»responsive to a plurality of cycles of longitudinal move~ 
ment of said connecting means. 

2. An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 
an object comprising: coupling means at one end of said 
tool for releasably connecting said tool with said object; 
ratchet means connected with said coupling means and 
operable through a predetermined plurality of reciprocat 
ing cycles for actuating said coupling means to move said 
coupling means between and holding said coupling means 
at locked and unlocked positions; and connecting means 
releasably secured at the other end of said tool for sup 
porting said tool and applying force to said ratchet means 
to reciprocably actuate said ratchet means for moving 
said coupling means between locked and unlocked posi 
tions. 

3. An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 
an object comprising: a hollow body; locking means sup 
ported at one end of said body for releasably locking 
said tool with said object; operator means disposed within 
said body for movement to actuate said locking means 
longitudinally from a ñrst position to a plurality of other 
positions; actuating means for engaging and moving said 
operator means in one direction in a predetermined plu 
rality of reciprocating cycles to actuate said locking means 
from said íirst position; holding means for releasably 
holding said operator means against movement in the 
other direction; release means for moving said actuating 
means to release said operator means to return said lock 
ing means to said first position; and means »releasably con 
nected with the other end of said body for supporting said 
body and for actuating said actuator means. 

4. An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 
an object comprising: a body having a bore therethrough; 
a locking collet supported from one end of said body, 
said collet having `radially flexible fingers for lreleasably 
connecting said tool with said object; a collet control 
member supported within for movement relative to said 
collet between a plurality of positions for releasing said 
collet fingers for inward movement and for holding said 
collet fingers against inward movement; a ratchet mem 
ber disposed within said body and connected with said 
collet control member; and a connecting assembly releas 
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ably secured to the other end of said body adapted to 
support said body and move longitudinally relative to 
said body to actuate said ratchet member. 

5. An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 
an object comprising: a body having a bore therethrough; 
a collet secured at one end of said body and having radi 
ally liexible lingers extending from said body for releas 
ably locking said tool with said object; a control prong 
supported within and movable relative to said collet to 
coact with said lingers for releasing said lingers for in 
ward movement and holding said lingers against inward 
movement; a ratchet assembly supported within said body 
and connected with said control prong for moving said 
prong between a lirst position and a plurality of other 
positions relative to said collet; means supported within 
said body and operatively associated with said ratchet as 
sembly for returning said control prong to said lirst posi 
tion; and an assembly releasably connected with the other 
end of said body for supporting said «tool and for actuat 
ing said ratchet assembly and said means for returning 
said control prong to said lirst position. 

6. An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 
an object comprising: a body having a bore therethrough; 
a collet supported at one end of said body and having a 
plurality of radially flexible collet lingers extending from 
said body for releasably locking said tool with said object; 

v a control prong supported within said collet for movement 
between a plurality of positions cooperating with said 
collet lingers for controlling the radial movement of said 

' collet lingers between a plurality of radial positions around 
said prong; a lratchet assembly within said body connected 
with said prong for moving said prong within said collet 
ñngers between a lirst position and a plurality of other 
positions for changing the relationship between said col 
let lingers and said prong; reset means operatively en 
gaged with said ratchet assembly for releasing said ratchet 
assembly and returning said prong to said lirst position; 
and support and operator means releasably connected 
with the other end of said body for supporting said tool 
and actuating said ratchet assembly and said reset means. 

7. An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 
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an object comprising: a body having a bore therethrough; . 
a collet supported at one end of said body and having a 
plurality of radially flexible collet lingers extending from 
said body for releasably connecting said tool with said 
object; a control prong movably supported within said 
collet lingers for movement between a lirst and a plurality 
of additional positions for controlling the radial position 
of said collet lingers around said prong; a longitudinal 
rod connected with said prong within said body for lon 
gitudinal movement relative-thereto, said rod having teeth 
formed thereon; a lirst rod engaging means disposed 
within said body and adapted to lbe moved in a lirst direc 
tion over said teeth on said rod means and to be returned 
in a second direction to engage a portion of said teeth Von 
said rod means to move said rod means and said prong 
within said collet lingers; resilient means for engaging and 
moving said lirst rod engaging means in said second direc 
tion; second rod engaging means for engaging said teeth 
on said rod to hold said rod while said lirst rod engaging 
means moves in said lirst direction; reset means for en 
gaging said rod means to disengage said rod means from 
said lirst and said second rod engaging means and return 
said rod and said prong to said lirst position; and means 
releasably engaged with the other end of said rod sup 
porting said body and for operatively engaging said lirst 
rod engaging means to move said means over said rod 
and for operatively engaging said reset means for return 
ing said rod and said prong to said lirst position. 

8.»*An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 
an objectcomprising: a body having a bore therethrough; 
a collet secured at one end of said body and provided 
with radially llexible lingers extending from said body 
for releasably locking said tool with said object; a con 
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trol prong supported within and movable relative to said 
collet to control the radial position of said collet lingers; 
and operator rod connected with said control prong for 
moving said control prong relative to said collet; meansV 
f_or engaging said operator rod to move said rod in a 
lirst direction; means for engaging said operator rod to 
hold said rod against movement when said rod is not 
being engaged by said last mentioned means and moved 
in said lirst direction; means for releasing said operator 
rod and returning said rod in a second direction to an 
initial position; and supporting and actuating means re 
leasably connected with the other end of said body and 
eugageable with said means for moving said operator rod 
in said first direction to cause the movement of the con 
trol prong by said operator rod. Y 

9. An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 
an object comprising: a body having a longitudinal bore 
extending therethrough; a collet supported within one lirst 
end section of said bore of said body and having a plu 
rality of radially resilient collet lingers extending from 
said end of said body for releasably locking said tool 
with said object; a control prong supported within said 
collet `for movement between a lirst and other positions 
for Ycontrolling the radial positioning of said collet lin 
gers around said prong; a jack rod connected with said 
prong for moving said prong relative to said collet, said 
jack rod having resilient lingers each provided with a 
toothed outer surface; a lirst jack rod engaging assembly 
disposed `around said jack rod adapted to move in one 
direction over said jack rod, to engage said jack rod, and 
to move said jack rod in the other direction; resilient 
means engaged with said lirst jack rod engaging assem 
bly adapted to be stressed when said jack rod engaging , 
means is moving over said jack rod and to relax to move 
said jack rod engaging assembly and said jack rod in said 
other direction; a second jack rod engaging assembly 
disposed around said jack rod Within said body to hold 
said'jack rod while said lirst jack rod engaging assem 
bly is moving over said jack rod, to release said jack 
rod for movement by said first jack rod engaging assem 
bly in said other direction and to reengage said jack rod 
when said resilient means is relaxed; a reset assembly Y 
engageable with said resilient lingers of said jack rod for 
camming said lingers out of engagement with sald lirst 

e and second jack rod engaging means to return said jack 
rod and said prong to said lirst position; supporting and 
operating means releasably connected with the other end 
of said body for operatively engaging said lirst jack rod 
engaging assembly and said reset assembly for advancing 
and resetting said jack rod responsive to longitudinal 
movement of said supporting and operating means. 

10. An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 
a well device within a well bore comprising: a body 
having a longitudinal bore extending therethrough; a 

» locking collet supported in one end section of said bore 
of said body and having circumferentially spaced, radial 
ly resilient, collet lingers extending from said end of 
said body for releasable engagement with said well de 
vice; a prong supported within said locking collet for 
movement relative thereto to control the radial position 
ing of said collet lingers; a jack rod movably positioned 
within said body connected with said prong for moving 
said prong from a lirst position to a plurality of addi 
tional positions, said jack rod having resilient longitu 
dinally extending lingers with toothed outer surfaces; a 
lift ring assembly movably disposed over said jack -rod 
and having lingers with toothed inner surfaces for releas 
ably engaging a first set of said jack rod lingers to move 
said jack rod with said lift ring assembly in a lirst direc 
tion and adapted to be released from said jack rod and 
moved over said jack rod in a second direction; spring 
means disposed within said body around said jack rod 
and said lift ring assembly in said lirst direction, said 
spring means being adapted to be compresed responsive 
to movement of said lift ringassembly in said second 
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direction and to expand to return said lift ring assembly 
and said jack rod in said first direction; a hold ring as 
sembly vdisposed within said body around said jack rod, 
said hold ring assembly having resilient fingers having 
toothed inner surfaces releasably engageable with a sec 
ond set of said jack rod fingers for holding said jack rod 
against longitudinal movement while said lift ring as 
sembly is moving in said second direction and for releas 
ing said jack rod when said lift ring assembly is moving 
said jack rod in said first direction; a reset assembly 
disposed within said body and operatively engageable 
with said jack rod fingers to release said fingers from 
said jack rod lift ring assembly and said jack rod hold 
ring assembly and return said jack rod and said prong to 
said first position from said additional positions; a sup 
porting collet releasably engaged with the other end of 
said body for supporting said operator tool and actuat 
ing said lift ring assembly; and an operating rod movably 
engaged through said supporting collet and adapted to 
support said collet and move through said collet to en 
gage and actuate said reset assembly. 

11. An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 
a well device in a well bore comprising: a body having 
a longitudinal bore extending therethrough; a collet sup 
ported at one end of said body and having a plurality of 
collet fingers extending from said end of said body and 
adapted for radial expansion and contraction to releasa 
bly secure said well device to said operator tool; a con 
trol prong disposed within said collet and adapted to 
move longitudinally relative to said collet to limit the 
extent to which said Pcollet fingers may be moved in 
wardly around said prong; a jack rod movably disposed 
within said body along a longitudinal axis, said jack rod 
being connected at one end to said control prong and 
having `a plurality of radially resilient longitudinally ex 
tending fingers, each of said fingers having a toothed 
outer surface; a lift ring assembly disposed within said 
body and movable telescopically over said jack rod and 
having lift fingers provided with internal toothed surfaces 
engageable with one set of said jack rod fingers for 
moving said jack rod in a first direction and disengageable 
from and slidable over said jack rod fingers when mov 
ing in a second direction relative to said jack rod; a hold 
ring assembly positioned around said jack rod and having 
hold fingers provided with internal toothed surfaces 
engageable with «a second set of said jack rod fingers for 
holding said jack rod against movement when said lift 
ring fingers are disengaged -from and moving over said 
jack nod fingers, said hold ring fingers being disengage 
able from said jack rod fingers when said lift ring fingers 
are moving said jack rod in said first direction; spring 
means confined between said lift ring assembly and said 
hold ring assembly for biasing said lift ring assembly in 
said first direction, said spring means being compressible 
while said lift ring assembly is moving in said second 
direction over said jack rod and being expandable to lift 
said lift ring assembly and said jack rod in said first 
direction; a reset oollet having -a plurality of radially 
fiexible fingers disposed within said body in telescopic 
relationship over said jack rod, said reset collet fingers 
being adapted to 4be cammed inwardly to disengage said 
jack rod fingers from said hold ring and said lift ring 
fingers to return said jack rod to a first position subse 
quent to movement of said jack rod by said lift ring as 
sembly away from said first position; a reset spring con 
fined around said reset collet, said reset spring being 
operatively engageable with said jack rod to return said 
jack rod to said first position; a support and operating 
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collet releasably engaged with the other end of said body . 
for supporting said ‘body and for operatively engaging 
said lift ring assembly to move said lift ring assembly in 
said second direction over said jack rod; an operator r-od 
engaged through said support and operating collet and 
adapted to :be moved relative thereto to operatively en 
gage said lift ring assembly for moving said lift ring 
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assembly in said second direction over said jack bar and 
for operatively engaging said reset collet independent of 
said lift ring assembly for moving said reset collet toward 
-and over said jack rod to return said jack rod to said first 
position. 

12. An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 
a Well device within a Well :bore comprising: a tubular 
body having a longitudinal bore extending therethrough; 
a locking collet secured at one end of said body and 
having collet lingers extending from said end of said 
body and adapted to be expanded and contracted for re 
leasably connecting said well device to said operator tool; 
a retainer connected with said end of said body around 
said collet to hold said collet with said body; a control 
prong movably supported within said collet and longi 
tudinally movable from a first position to a plurality of 
additional positions for controlling the radial positions 
of said collet fingers; a jack rod longitudinally positioned 
vWithin said body connected with said oontrol prong for 
moving said prong from said first position to said addi 
tional positions Within said collet, said jack rod having 
a plurality of radially fiexible longitudinal fingers, each 
of said jack rod fingers having a plurality of outer teeth; 
a lift ring assembly positioned within said body for tele 
scopic movement over said jack rod fingers, said lift ring 
assembly having lift fingers, each of said fingers being 
provided with internal teeth engagea-ble with said teeth 
on a first set of said jack rod fingers when said lift 
ring assembly is moved in a first direction relative to 
said jack rod to move said jack rod in said first direc 
tion to move said control prong from said first position 
to said additional positions, said lift rin-g fingers being 
disengageable from said jack rod fingers and movable 
over said jack rod fingers when said lift ring assembly 
is moved in a second direction relative to said jack rod; 
a hold ring assembly positioned within said body around 
said Ajack nod, said hold ring assembly having hold ring 
fingers each provided with internal teeth engageable with 
said teeth on a second set of said jack rod fingers to 
hold said jack rod against longitudinal movement when 
said lift ring assembly is moved over said jack rod in 
said second direction; a spring confined between said 
lift ring assembly for biasing said lift ring assembly away 
from said hold ring assembly, said spring being adapted 
to be compressed when said lift ring .assembly is rnoved 
in said second direction and to expand to move said lift 
ring assembly in said first direction to move said jack 
rod and said control prong from said first position to 
said additional positions; a reset collet disposed within 
said body in telescopic relationship over said jack rod 
fingers, said reset icollet having radially fiexible fingers 
adapted to be cammed inwardly by said lift ring assembly 
when said reset collet is moved toward said jack rod to 
engage said jack rod fingers to disengage said jack rod 
fingers from said lift ring and said hold ring lingers 
for returning said jack rod and said control prong to 
said first position; a reset spring confined .around said 
reset collet; a cap member on said jack rod operatively 
engageable with said reset spring to compress said spring 
when said jack rod is moved from said first position 
to said additional positions, said reset spring being 
adapted to expand to return said jack rod to said first 
position when said jack rod fingers are disengaged from 
said lift ring and hold ring fingers; a support and operat 
ing collet releasably connected with the other end of 
said body and operatively engageable with said lift ring 
assembly for moving said assembly in said second direc 
tion over said jack rod; and an operator r-od movably 
engaged through said support and operator collet and 
adapted to be moved relative to said collet for engaging 
said reset collet independent of said hold ring assembly 
for returning said jack rod and said operator prong to 
said first position. 

13. An operator tool for supporting and manipulating 
a well device within a well bore comprising: a hollow 
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tubular body; a locking collet disposed within a first end 
of said body, said locking collet having a plurality of 
radially fiexible circumferentially spaced collet fingers 
extending -from said first end of said body for releasably 
connecting said well device with said operator tool; an 
annular retainer secured to said first end of said body 
around said locking collet; said locking collet and said 
annular retainer having -co-engaging shoulders for holding 
said locking collet within said retainer; a control prong 
disposed within said locking collet for movement between 
a first and a plurality of additional positions for con 
trolling radial inward movement of said locking collet 
fingers around said control prong; a jack rod longitudi 
nally disposed within said body and connected with said 
control .prong for moving said prong between said first 
position and said additional positions, said jack rod 
having longitudinal radially flexible fingers each provided 
With a plurality of outer teeth; an annular hold ring as 
sembly disposed within said body and held against move 
ment toward said first end of said body by said annular 
retainer, said hold4 ring assembly having hold fingers pro 
vided with internal teeth engageable with said teeth on a 
first set of said jack rod fingers for holding said jack rod 
against movement toward said first end of said body, said 
first set of said jack rod fingers and said hold ring fingers 
being resilient to permit disengagement of said hold ring 
fingers from said jack rod fingers to allow said jack rod 
to be moved into said body away from said first end of 
said body; a lift ring assembly disposed within said body 
adapted to be telescoped over said jack rod toward said 
first end of said body, said lift ring assembly having lift 
fingers provided with internal teeth engageable withl a 
second set of said jack rod fingers for moving said jack 
rod into said body away from said first end of said body, 
said lift ring fingers and said second set of said jack rod 
fingers being resilient to permit disengagement of said lift 
ring fingers when said lift ring assembly is moved over 
said jack rod toward said first end of said body; said hold 
ring assembly and said lift yring assembly each having ex 
ternal annular shoulders lfacing each other; a lift spring 
disposed around said hold ring assembly and said lift ring 
assembly confined between said annular shoulders on 
said assemblies to bias said lift ring assembly away from 
said hold ring assembly, said lift spring being comp-ressibie 
when said lift ring assembly is moved toward said first end 
of said body and being expandable to move said lift ring 
assembly away from said first end of said body to engage 
said lift ring fingers with said second set of said jack rod 
fingers to move said jack rod and said control prong from 
said first position to said additional position; a reset col- r 
let disposed within said body telescopically over said jack 
rod, said reset collet having radially ñexible collet fingers 
provided with collet heads each having a downwardly 
facing cam surface; said lift ring assembly having an in 
ternal annular upwardly facing cam surface around said » 
jack rod fingers engageable with said cam surfaces on said 
reset collet fingers to cam said collet fingers inwardly to 
Vward said jack rod fingers into engagement with said jack 
rod fingers for releasing said jack rod finge-rs from said 
lift ring and hold ring fingers; an annular retainer ring 
engaged around the head end of said reset collet and 
having an outwardly extending annular fiange; a reset 
spring disposed around said reset collet confined between 
said annular retainer ring on said collet and said heads 
on said collet fingers; a jack rod cap member supported 
on said jack rod and having outwardly extending flanges 
circumferentially spaced to fit between said reset collet 
fingers to engage said reset spring above said collet finger 
heads for compressing said reset spring when said jack rod 
is moved by said lift ring assembly away from said first 
end of said body, said reset spring being adapted to ex 
pand when said jack rod fingers are disengaged from said 
lift and hold ring fingers to move said jack rod toward i 
said first end of said body to return said jack rod and 
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said control p-rong to said first position; a plunger cap 
disposed within said body telescopically over said reset 
collet and engageable with said lift ring assembly, said 
plunger cap having a central opening through the head 
thereof; a loose washer having a central opening there 
through disposed within said body on said plunger cap, 
said opening through said washer being alignable with 
said opening through said plunger cap by manipulation 
of said washer; a supporting and operating collet releas 
ably engaged with the second end of said body adapted 
to support said body and move longitudinally into said 
body to depress said ‘washer against said plunger cap for 
moving said lift ring assembly over said jack rod com 
pressing said lift spring; an operator rod movably se 
cured through said support collet for connecting said 
operator tool with supporting means and adapted to be 
moved into said collet against said washer when said 
opening through said Washer is misaligned from said 
opening through said plunger cap to depress said plunger 
cap and said hold ring assembly and said operator rod 
being further movable through said opening through said 
washer and said opening through said plunger cap when 
said opening through said washer is aligned with said 
opening through said plunger cap to engage and move 
said reset collet toward said lift ring assembly for re 
leasing said jack rod fingers from said lift and hold ring 
fingers to permit said reset spring to return said jack rod 
and said control prong to said first position. 

14. A running and pulling tool comprising: a tubular 
mandrel; a locking collet supported at a first end of said 
mandrel and having radially flexible collet fingers extend 
ing from said first end of said mandrel for releasably en 
gaging a well device; a control prong disposed within 
said mandrel for movement within said locking collet 
to control the radial positions of said collet fingers; an 
externally toothed jack rod connected with said control 
prong and adapted for longitudinal movement within said 
mandrel; a lift ring assembly having internally toothed 
fingers engageable with said jack rod for moving said jack 
rod from a first longitudinal position to each of a plu 
rality of additional positions; a hold ring assembly having 
internally toothed fingers for releasably holding said jack 
rod in each of said positions while said lift ring assembly 
is moved over said jack rod for engaging and moving said 
jack rod; a reset assembly telescopically movable over 
said jack rod and engageable with said jack rod for re 
leasing said jack rod from said lift and hold ring as 
semblies and returning said jack rod to said first position; 
a supporting and operating collet releasably secured with 
the other end of said mandrel for supporting said man 
drel and actuating said lift ring assembly; and an opera 
tor rod movably engaged through said support collet for 
supporting said support collet and operatively engaging 
and actuating said reset assembly and said lift ring as 
sembly. y 

15. An articulated pump-down tool train for supporting 
and manipulating a well device within a well bore corn 
prising: at least one movable seal unit adapted to be 
pumped by fiuid pressure through a conduit; and an oper 
ator tool pivotally secured with said seal unit adapted 
to be releasably locked with a well device, said operator 
tool being actuatable between a plurality of locked and 
unlocked positions by a predetermined number of recipro 
cating cycles impressed thereon by movement of said 
seal assembly within said conduit responsive to fiuid 
pressure differentials effected across said seal assembly. 

16. An operator tool according to claim 5, wherein said 
control prong is provided with a first locking surface for 
holding said dexible fingers at a fully locked outward 
position and a second locking surface for holding said 
fiexible fingers at an intermediate locked position. 

17. An operator tool in accordance with claim 13, 
wherein said control prong has a collet finger engaging 
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surface for holding said locking collet lingers at a fully 
outward locked posiîion and a lower end reduced collet 
ñnger engaging surface for holding said locking collet 
finger at an intermediate locked position. 

18. An operator îool in accordance with claim 13, 
wherein said control prong has central and lower end 
locking collet linger engaging surfaces for holding said 
collet ñugers outwardly at a fully locked posilion and 
said prong has a reduced section between said central 
and lower surfaces for allowing said collet ñngers to be 10 
carni-ned inwardly to an unlocked position. 

CII 

1,805,815 
3,052,302 
3,070,167 
3,102,594 
3,163,226 
3,279,543 
3,302,721 
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